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Former corpus studies on the non-progressive language German assume that beim-progressives
including a non-incorporated complement are ungrammatical, whereas incorporated comple-
ments are grammatical [1] [2]. More precisely, both am- and beim-prepositional structures
usually do not occur with non-incorporated direct objects in the data [3]. Considering pre-
vious corpus studies, also non-incorporated prepositional phrases as additional constituent
were rarely found, and only in case of am-progressives, as adjunction [1]. Assertions regar-
ding ungrammaticality are based on the assumption that non-incorporated complements are
realized in a syntactical position before or within the PROG-phrase (1), i.e. as a complement.
Hence, the non-incorporated constituent intervenes the PROG-phrase as a complement,
which leads to ungrammaticality. This effect has already been shown for am-progressive
in literature [2].

In a combined self-paced reading and acceptability rating study (n=39), it was investiga-
ted, whether the non-existence of a structure in a corpus is evidence for its ungrammaticality
by comparing prepositional am- and beim- progressive structures (based on the assumption
that the former can replace the latter [4]) with incorporated and non-incorporated consti-
tuents. In contrast to previous assumptions it was tested whether non-incorporated consi-
tutents are acceptable when realized as adjunct. (2) exemplifies an experimental item for
beim- and am-constructions consisting of an incorporated nominal phrase (iNP) (2a), a non-
incorporated nominal phrase (nNP) (2b), or a non-incorporated prepositional phrase (nPP)
(2c). To avoid any intervening elements within the PROG-phrase, items of type nNP and
nPP comprised a subject, the auxiliary sein (’to be’), the PROG-phrase and a right-adjacent
constituent [5], respectively.

The results showed that beim-progressive forms (in comparison to am- progressive forms)
are significantly more accepted (t= 2.81) across all investigated complement types and
irrespective of incorporation. Furthermore, mean rating values for both progressives with
nPP (Mam = 4.12/ 7; Mbeim=4.80/ 7) showed a significantly higher acceptability for beim-
progressive (t= 2.11), which is in contrast to former observations [3]. Whereas mean rating
values for iNP tend to be slightly higher for beim- than for the respective am-structures
(Mam= 5.12 / 7; Mbeim= 5.49/ 7), a marginal significant effect (t= 1.78) is revealed for beim-
progressive including nNP (Mam= 4.98/ 7; Mbeim=5.33/ 7). Assuming further that longer
total reading times indicate higher difficulties in processing (e.g., caused by ungrammati-
cal structures), the current data do not verify differences in processing difficulties for both
progressive types.
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In sum, the current results suggest that beim-progressives are regardless of its comple-
ment type in the first place grammatical structures in German, despite their rare occurrence
or even lack in various corpora. Worth mentioning is that prepositional progressives in Ger-
man are generally rare structures, and mainly used in spoken informal speech. Although the
corpora of previous research [1] consisted of spoken speech data, they were mainly formal
(e.g., talks between doctor and patient), which might explain the low frequency even of iNP-
constructions. Concerning previous investigations, the observed violations of grammaticality
caused by an external complement might arise from the assumed underlying syntactical struc-
ture of the PROG-phrase. Realizing the non-incorporated constituent in a hierarchical lower
position than the PROG-phrase can capture this issue, what is empirically reinforced by the
results of the present study. Conclusively, the current study proved that beim-progressive
with a non-incorporated complement realized as adjunct in the post-PROG position is an
acceptable structure in German. This strenghtens the research approach that there is no
caused correlation of frequency and grammaticality, and thus, acceptability in grammatical
terms cannot be predicted sufficiently based on frequency in a corpus.
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‘Paul is reading the newspaper’
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’Paul is reading the newspaper.’
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’Paul is reading the newspaper.’
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pub

’Paul is helping out at the pub this evening.’
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